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Abstract

The Feynman propagator, and its parallel in statistical mechanics, namely the canonical

density matrix, are first used to treat both homogeneous and confined electron assemblies in

the presence of a static electric field of arbitrary strength. The models are relevant to plasmas

having variable electron density and degeneracy. The second topic concerns atomic ions in

intense magnetic fields. Semiclassical theory is here applied, non-relativistic and relativistic

approximations being invoked. Both treatments are shown to be embraced by a generalization

of Emden's equation.
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1 Background and outline

Molecules, clusters and plasmas in intense applied fields continue to be areas of considerable

interest for both fundamental science and also for technology. For a fairly recent review relating

to atoms and molecules in such external fields, the book by Cederbaum, Kulander and March [1]

may be consulted.

The present article is concerned with first-principles theory and, motivated by the desire to

obtain some basic analytical results, we shall not hesitate to invoke both simple solvable models

and, when appropriate, semiclassical approximations to fully quantum-mechanical theory.

The outline of this study is then as follows. In section 2 immediately below the focus is on

electron assemblies, both homogeneous and spatially confined, in static electric fields of arbitrary

strength F. The application here is to plasmas having variable electron density and degeneracy,

as in the work of Amovilli, March and Pfalzner [2]. Section 3 then treats atomic ions in intense

magnetic fields B, and here, because to do exact non-relativistic quantum mechanics still requires

considerable numerical effort [3, 4], we shall employ semiclassical approximations. After using

such an approach non-relativistically, we shall also refer to relativistic theory following Hill,

Grout and March [5]. This will lead to generalization of Emden's equation [6, 7] in section 3.3

below. Section 4 constitutes a summary together with some proposals for future studies.

2 Uniform and confined electron assemblies in electric fields of
arbitrary strength

We shall start from a one-electron Hamiltonian Η which, for static fields represented by a

potential energy V(r), has the form

This has a complete set of eigenfunctions denoted by Vi( r) with corresponding eigenvalues Gj.

The canonical density matrix is then defined by

C(r,r0,/3) = £>*(r)Vi(r0)exP(-/3 €<) (2.2)
all i

where β = (fcgT)"1, with k% denoting Boltzmann's constant. Completeness gives the boundary

condition that

<7(r,ro,0) = «5(r-ro) (2.3)

and operating with the Hamiltonian HT on C in eqn.(2.2) yields the Bloch equation [see, e.g. [8])

ftC-f. (2-4)

The Feynman propagator K(r, r0,i) is equivalent to the canonical density matrix C(r,ro,/3)

when β — ϊ ιί, where i = \/— 1. For a uniform electron gas in zero external field C is well known



to take the form [8], in atomic units h = m = 1,

CO(r,r0,/?) = (2^)-3/2expHr-r0|
2/2/3). (2-5)

We now turn to the generalization of this result (2.5) in the presence of a static electric field

of arbitrary strength F.

2.1 Feynman propagator for uniform electron gas subjected to a static
electric field of arbitrary strength

The potential energy V(r) due to an electric field of strength F along the ζ axis is given by

V(z) = -eFz. (2.6)

The semiclassical Thomas-Fermi (TF) theory treating the effect of switching on the field would

convert the free-electron result CQ in eqn.(2.5) to read [1]

ΟΤρ(τ^ο,β) = Ο0βχρ\-βν(^~}\ (2.7)

where V is given by eqn.(2.5).

This TF approximation (2.7) can in fact be transcended for the potential energy V(z) in

eqn.(2.6), and a result going back to Jannussis [9] and also Harris and Cina [10] takes the exact

form

C7(r, r0, β) = Cb(r, ΓΟ, β) exp ( ̂  {z + z0} + ̂ - } (2.8)

which evidently corrects the TF approximation by the term of order F2 in the exponential. We

stress that eqn.(2.8) is an exact result for the Feynman propagator K(r,ro,t) [11] for arbitrary

field strength F when β —^ it.

2.2 Harmonically confined electron assemblies: plasmas of variable electron
density and degeneracy in intense fields

Amovilli, March and Pfalzner [2] have used this eqn.(2.8) as the unperturbed solution of the

Bloch eqn.(2.4) in order to treat plasma in an external electric field. These authors adopt the

model of harmonically confined electrons in a static electric field of arbitrary intensity in the

context of plasmas of variable electron density and degeneracy subjected to such a field.

Below, the electric field is taken to be applied along the ζ axis as in eqn.(2.6) above. We

shall restrict ourselves here to confinement only along the field direction: for more general

confinement, see ref.[2]. The canonical density matrix will then be denoted by C(r, ro,/3, F,w),

the harmonic restoring force corresponding to an oscillator having angular frequency ω.

In this model, the free-electron density matrix (2.5) motivates the ansatz:

^(ζ,ζο,β,Ρ,ω). (2.9)



Prom the Bloch eqn.(2.4), equivalent to the time dependent Schrodinger equation as β —> it, the

differential equation satisfied by Cz in eqn.(2.9) is readily obtained. The point to be emphasized,

before recording the solution satisfying the completeness condition (2.3), is that the potential

energy terms in the Hamiltonian can be regrouped to yield [2]

e2F2

1 2 2 „ 1 2 Γ eF Γ-πιω ζ — eFz = -πιω ζ =· —
2 2 [_ τηατ] 2πιω2'

(2.10)

Eqn.(2.10) makes it clear that one has to treat simply a harmonic oscillator with a change in

origin proportional to the electric field strength F. The Cz can be derived analytically with the

result [2]:

One can readily verify that in the limit ω -)· 0 eqn.(2.11) leads back to the homogeneous electron

propagator recorded in eqn.(2.8) above.

Numerical applications have been given of the above model (2.11) in relation to typical

plasma data [2] but it would not be appropriate here to go into further detail.

3 Atomic ions in intense magnetic fields

From the above treatment of intense electric fields, we turn to the second topic to be treated

here; atomic ions subjected to intense magnetic fields. This area has attracted much interest

because of astrophysical implications connected with the emission of electrons and ions from

the surface of pulsars, the abundance of the elements in cosmic radiation and the properties of

condensed matter forming the outer crust of magnetic neutron stars (see also section 4) .

To add a little technical detail to the above generalities, the imposition of a magnetic field

Β on the electronic charge cloud in an ion changes the kinetic energy operator in eqn.(2.1) from

p2/2m to (pr — ̂ )2/2m, where the vector potential A is related to the magnetic field by the

usual form

Β = curl A (3.1)

3.1 Semiclassical theory: non-relativistic form

Fortunately, in semiclassical theory, based on the electron density p ( r ) in the atomic ion, phase

space arguments going back at least to Kadomtsev [12] related p(r) to the self-consistent potential

V(r) directly through the magnitude of the field, B. Essentially one treats the motion of electron

along the magnetic field direction by one-dimensional TF theory, to obtain a density per unit

length proportional to [μ — V(r)]1/2, where μ is the chemical potential, constant throughout

the inhomogeneous electron density p(r). V(r) is, as usual, the self-consistent potential energy



in which all the electrons in the atomic ion move. The assumption is then that, essentially, in

the intense field limit, the classical magnetic radius of?"1/2 enters, to convert the density per

unit length given above to a three-dimensional density. Evidently the one-dimensional form of

'density' α[μ — F(r)]1/2 must be divided by the classical magnetic radius squared which in turn

is proportional to B~l. Hence one reaches the Kadomtsev result [12]

ρ = constant Β[μ - V(r)]1/2, (3.2)

where the constant was determined precisely by phase space arguments in ref.[12]. Combining

eqn.(3.2) with self-consistency by the use of Poisson's equation of electrostatics, one obtains a

second-order differential equation for the self-consistent potential F(r). Within the TF approxi-

mation, the lowest energy still corresponds to a spherical atomic ion (compare the 'hyperstrong'

field of section 4, where atomic ions become 'needle-like'), and it is useful to write V(r) in terms

of a screening function φ(χ), where χ is a dimensional measure of the distance r from the atomic

nucleus carrying charge Ze:

V(r) = -~ φ(χ). (3.3)

The precise relation between τ and χ is given by

r = b'x:b' = (7/2π)-2/5Ζ1/5α0 : α0 = Η2 /me2 : Ί = μβΒ/Ry. (3.4)

Then one is led to the non-relativistic equation of the TF theory for atomic ions in string

magnetic fields

g = (x#)"2. (3.5)

This eqn.(3.5) is readily solved numerically and self-consistent fields and densities are now avail-

able [13].

We turn next to outline the relativistic generalization of eqn.(3.5).

3.2 Semiclassical theory: relativistic formulation

The basic generalization involved in introducing Special Relativity into eqn.(3.2) is to invoke

the kinetic energy of a free electron of rest mass mo and momentum ρ as ^/c2p2 + m0C4. Then

one simply writes the relativistic version of the chemical potential μ entering eqn.(3.2) in terms

of the above kinetic energy for the fastest electron with momentum ppermi(r), plus the desired

self-consistent potential energy V(r). Then one is led to a new differential equation for the

screening function φ(χ) in eqn.(3.3), namely

(3.6)
l*U/

where λ is given by

λ = (7/2π)2/5α2Ζ4/5 (3.7)



with a equal to the fine structure constant e2/ftc. This eqn.(3.6) for atomic ions in strong

magnetic fields was first derived by Hill, Grout and March [5]. These authors gave numerical

solutions for magnetic field strengths having astrophysical implications.

To complete this section, we turn finally to effect a generalization of these eqns.(3.5) and

(3.6) for the screening function φ(χ). The result proves then to be a generalization of Emden's

equation: already well known to workers on stellar interiors [6, 7].

3.3 Generalization of Emden's equation

The theory of equilibrium of non-rotating polytropes, with equation of state of the form

Ρ = Kpl+lln (3.8)

goes back to Emden in 1907, and is described in detail by Chandrasekhar [14]. The purpose of

this subsection is now to effect a generalization of Emden's equation, motivated by eqns.(3.5)

and (3.6) for the screening function φ(χ) defined in eqn.(3.3). The generalization hereby effected

has the form

-τ, - ϊ— 1 + ̂ ^ - (3-9)dx1 xn~l ν

As immediate special cases of this result (3.9) of generalizing Emden's work [6, 7, 14] we

note that the non-relativistic eqn.(3.5) is immediately recovered by setting λ = 0 and putting

η = 1/2. The relativistic eqn.(3.6) describing atomic ions in high magnetic fields is regained,

again with η = 1/2 but taking λ as in eqn.(3.7). In addition to embracing eqns.(3.5) and (3.6)

above, eqn.(3.9) also leads back to the TF equation of neutral atoms plus atomic ions in zero

magnetic field [15] if one chooses η = 3/2 and sets λ equal to zero. For this particular case

of the generalized Emden eqn.(3.9), Coulson and March [16] obtained the solution of eqn.(3.9)

satisfying the physical boundary conditions in the form

where the exponent c has the explicit value

c=^I±^ = 0.772. (3.11)
Λ

Fn in eqn.(3.9) is known for small η in terms of FI, which in turn was chosen to satisfy the

physical boundary condition at the nucleus, corresponding to χ = 0, namely Φ3/2(
Χ = 0) = 1.

4 Summary plus possible directions for further study

Two areas have afforded focal points for the present article on homogeneous and confined electron

assemblies. The first has been to study such electron assemblies, in the presence of static

electric fields of arbitrary strength. In both models, the Feynman propagator or its analogue in

6



statistical mechanics, the canonical density matrix, can be obtained analytically and the results

are recorded in eqns.(2.8) and (2.11) respectively. Eqn.(2.11) can be brought into direct contact

with data on plasmas of variable electron density and degeneracy [2].

The second major topic has been the study of atomic ions in strong magnetic fields. Here, to

avoid massive numerical effort and to gain physical insight, semiclassical approximations have

been invoked, leading to self-consistent fields and electron densities which are subsumed into

eqns.(3.5) and (3.6) for non-relativistic and relativistic theory respectively. These equations are

readily solvable by simple numerical methods [5, 13]. As an important consequence of the forms

of eqns.(3.5) and (3.6), a generalization of Emden's equation has been constructed and is set

out in eqn.(3.9).

For the future, while further analytical work on eqn.(3.9) would seem called for, we want to

refer to the pioneering study of Lieb, Solovej and Yngvasyon [17] and the later work of Lehmann

and March [18]. These authors deal with 'hyperstrong' magnetic fields, where a density matrix

theory is used to transcend the density functional theory plus the local density approximation

leading to eqns.(3.5) and (3.6). Whereas these two equations still describe, roughly speaking,

spherical 'atoms', the work of ref.[17] deals with the hyperstrong field limit in which atoms

become of 'needlelike' forms pointing along the field direction. This has dramatic consequences

for chemistry and it is to be expected that our own 'terrestrial' chemistry will be greatly changed

in the intense Β fields near white dwarfs and some neutron stars. Thus, whereas it is difficult to

form negative ions in terrestrial chemistry, needlelike atoms of nuclear charge Ze readily bind Ζ

more electrons. Additionally, dissociation energies in the presence of such intense fields become

of the order of atomic energies, whereas in terrestrial chemistry, except for the lightest atoms,

dissociation energies are but tiny fractions of atomic energies.

As for electric fields, it is, of course, of great interest currently to understand quantitatively

the effect of time-dependent electric fields, especially laser fields [19, 20] on atoms, molecules

and clusters [21]. Much work remains to be done here, and solvable analytical models, if they

could be constructed, should have an important role to play in the future.
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